Record time for Seam Felt change
Paper Pete does it
Dear papermakers,
When seam felts on shoe presses (SP) have to be changed the usual
procedure is that the press is opened. This is not, however, always necessary!
In today’s example from best practice we show you how a felt can be
successfully changed – even when the SP is closed. This means time and
cost savings: a real benefit for papermakers. Today’s case concerns our
customer, Klingele, with whose support this article was written. This family
business is one of Germany’s five largest producers of corrugating base
and packaging papers.
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And now to the felt
When attending the installation, we first
went through the individual steps of the
procedure with our colleagues from Klingele
before going promptly on to the installation
itself: The felt – an Atromaxx.Connect –
had of course to be installed in the run
direction – that was clear. The internal
air pressure pump was stopped; the press
remained untouched, “bones” did not have
to be disassembled. The seam felt lay in
the unwinding device, ready for installation
(photo 1) – of course absolutely level as
flatness is crucial both before entering
as well as after the nip! Especially in the
nip outlet, where water deflector and saveall
are located, both of which must not be
damaged. Thanks to the special finishing of
the felt collisions are impossible.

Photo 1: Atromaxx.Connect ( still in its‘ protective wrapping ) ready for installation.
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Photo 2: Important – the strap must not be twisted at any point!

You can rely on the kite
The adjustable strap lay evenly throughout
the entire SP loop; it was not twisted at
any point. Moreover, only one single buckle
Photo 3: Only one buckle in use ( curving upwards ).

was used: The felt ran neatly into the
nip – and thanks to the installation aid it
ran out evenly as well (photos 2-5). Once
we had arrived at the closing position the
zipper, and so the seam, was closed and
all aids were removed: A completely stress
free operation – in particular thanks to
the “kite”, as we call it. Perhaps loyal
readers may remember: It was my very first
project, which I was privileged to introduce
in my column “Best practice from practical

Photo 4: Ready for pulling in.

1
Photo 5: Exit from the Shoe Press – very flat and even.
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Great teamwork: Only 50 minutes from preparation to start-up!

experience” (see edition 01/15, pages

for another the most important parameter
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12-14). In that article you were able to find

when passing through the nip is the

This will certainly not remain an individual

out for the first time why the “kite” signi-
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case because even if this was a pioneering
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a fact that must always be taken into
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the SP with an absolutely consistent

dard procedure takes approximately

never changed.

speed in order to keep the tension as even

2 ½ hours, we only spent 50 minutes

as possible: Because tension variations are

at Klingele. Not a bad result for a single
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just as damaging as pulling too fast. So be

process change. A targeted and conscien-

To make sure everything works smoothly,

sure to avoid a “stop-and-go” installation.

tious response to a customer request has,

please always remember: Patience and

Then everything works like a charm! Just

as usual, paid off. We would be happy

attentiveness pay off! For one thing the

as in the case of Klingele, where the plan

to discuss with you whether your next

adjustable strap must never be twisted;

not to open the SP came to fruition!

seam felt change would also be possible
with the press remaining closed. My next
project of this kind is already in preparation.
Best wishes,
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